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Mobile lens APEXEL APL-HB100MM 100mm macro (black)

APEXEL APL-HB100MM 100mm Macro Lens (Black)
APEXEL APL-HB100MM is a black, 100mm macro lens, mounted on a convenient clip for your phone, opening up a whole new world of
photography for you. With it, you can capture the tiniest details with exceptional precision, all in the highest quality.
 
Exceptional Image Quality
Advanced light-permeable glass at 99% combined with a sturdy aluminum alloy ensures excellent image quality regardless of lighting
conditions. Each photo becomes a masterpiece, with details becoming visible in an unprecedented way, thanks to the precise operation
of the APL-HB100MM lens.
 
Portability and Ease of Use
With  the  ability  to  mount  on  a  phone  clip,  this  lens  becomes  an  incredibly  practical  tool  for  photography  on  the  go.  It  only  takes  a
moment to attach it to your smartphone and enjoy professional photographic capabilities wherever you are. Its ergonomic design makes
it intuitive and enjoyable for every user, regardless of experience level.
 
100mm Focal Length
With  the  100mm focal  length  of  this  lens,  you can achieve incredibly  sharp  and detailed  photos  even from distances  that  a  standard
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phone  lens  wouldn't  be  able  to  reach.  It's  perfect  for  photographing  various  objects,  from  nature  to  everyday  items,  allowing  you  to
capture their details in an incredibly realistic and impressive way.
 
Durability and Solidity
The Apexel brand product is a guarantee not only of excellent image quality but also of durability and solidity. Made from the highest
quality  materials,  this  lens  will  serve  you  for  many  years,  without  losing  any  of  its  exceptional  photographic  capabilities.  It's  an
investment that will surely pay off, both for amateurs and professionals in the field of mobile photography.
 
 
Brand Apexel Model APL-HB100MMColor Black Focal Length 100mm

Preço:

€ 28.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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